NAVY MUSIC PROGRAM (MU) – Updated Navy enlisted classification (NEC) for implementation of the ready relevant learning pillar of Sailor 2025, see NAVADMIN 147/17.

- Para 4b(table), updated NEC 3801 to A01M, 3802 to A02M, 3803 to A03M, 3804 to A04M, 3805 to A05M, 3806 to A06M, 3807 to A07M, 3808 to A08M, 3809 to A09M, 3811 to A11M, 3812 to A12M, 3813 to A13M, 3814 to A14M, 3815 to A15M, 3825 to A25M.

(COG: USNB (Fleet Band Activities))